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Part II
. .
In cmn”ti’nuationof”the investigation presented in .

(1), force aoasurmmntq my?ipressure distribution measure-
ments oh the.midsecticfi,We- I@&. on a rectangular wing
with slotted droop nose and.end “plates;on which could
be placed a chotce of either a plain flap-split flap com-
btnatlon or a slotted flap.

“The maximum lift increase, due to drDap nose
deflection alone, amounted to Ac

%x
= 0.32. It 1s

smaller than the value (Ac.amm = @.55) obtained for a wing

with simple droop nose. The ~axt~~ lift increases
obtained by deflactlon of the slotted droop nose and
slmultaneoua f’lap.deflectionsare smaller than those that
occur”redwith the conespondlng model configurations with
a sltq>ledroop nosog This is.attributable,.tothe fact
that the absolute value of the:low pressure points at the
droop Is graater.for.deflection of’the alo.tte~droop nose
than for deflection of the a“thple”droop”nose. The
sep~atlon of flow IS favored. The slotted droop nose”.
has no partlculs.radvanta~e over the stmple droop nose.

‘rEJ?dftrnesAungen und Druckverte”iltigsmessungenan
●

elnpm.MohtecW.lUgel ”tit..SpaLtknlc~aae, WJolbungs- und
S~e~~klappe” oder Rollklappe,n Zentrale fur wlsSen-
schaftliches Berlchtswesen der Luftfahrtforschung des
13eneralluftzeugmelsters (ZWB) ~.rlin-Adlershof
Forschungsbericht W. 1.676/2,Gottlngen, den L591943.
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1: INTRODUCTION

The measurements on a rect~gulm win~ with simple
droop nose, slat, trailing-edge fiap and s~lit flap ~1)
yielded, through a droop~ose installation, a m-lmum
lift increase of Ac

%@X
= 0.55 nearly equal In

slgnlflcance to th6 one that occurs with an extended
slat. However, v~lthit there occurred at the droop-nose
Ilin&e a noticeable low-pressure point, that favored the
separation of flow on the surface of the afifoil.

In connection with these measurements Investigations
should be made to determine whether or not a droop nose,
that produces a slot between the droop nose and the airfoil
in the deflected position, to be designated briefly as
‘tslot-droopnose‘tin the following discussion, diminishes
the absolute value of the low-pressure point, and thereby
maueg nosslble an increase in m-.imum lifts.

In this connection, force measurements”without “
bowdary layer interference were made on a rectangular
wing on which either a trailing-edge flap and a split
flap or a slotted flap could be installed. The pressure
distribution on a representative cross section of the
wing was also determined for various model confi~atlons.

11. MODEL DESCRIPTION

~ order to obtain a ~ood compalson with the
measurements given in (I) a rect~~l- wing was also
employod in the present case, equipped with end plates,
profile N4J2A0009-E b with chord 1 = 0.5m and
Sp~ b = 1-20 (See Illustration 1.) In consideration
of th~ and plates (H = 0.7kom),the effective aspect
ratio was A = 5.

The droop nose extending over the entire span of
the YJi~ could be defl~cttidin the range from OOto )+5°.
Thereby a slot was opened, between wing and droop nose,
that enlar&ed with increasing droop-nose deflection.

‘The exnerlments were undertaken, at the suggestion
of Mr. Volgt~ Dep=tmont Head of the Messerschmltt Firm
that hold the patent on the various forms of the droop
nose. (patent NO. 7’25766.)

I
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The wing was equipped with the usual trailing-edge
and spilt -flapfrom (1), that“,.stre.tche.dover the .

entire span. “

Upon defleotlon ~ of the
rotation point of the split flap
around the rotation point of the

trailing-edge flap,
moved in a ciroular
trailing-edge flap.

the
aro

on
that aooount the split flap angle q~. WES ~-aaurei

relative to the chord of the trailhg-sdge flap. In
place of the tralllng-edge flap and ~pli~ flapj a slotted
flap oould be used whose position and deflection angle “
were selected according to the values previously tintioned
In (2).

At the average oros~ “sectionof the wing, pressme
measurements were founrlwhose location and correspondi~

?
values are evident in Illustration 1. .

IXIa THE WEASURElmNl?SAHD THEIR EVALUATION

The research was conducted In wind tunnel I of’the AVA,
which has a stream diameter of 2.25m.

The definitions and symbols agree with the DIN-Stand@d
(DIN L 100, second release 1939). Other definitions that
were need6d are presented in illu8trat10n 1.

The (relative) length is 1 = 0.5m

The (relative) area . F = o.6m2

The reference axis for the pitching moment lies at the
one-quarter-chord point.

(1) For- measurementsfw Reff = 1.2 x 106 (v z 31 tit.
The Influence of’the”droop-nose deflectiens, without flap
deflections, on lift, drag and pitching moment was measured
next. Then three-component measurements were made with.
various deflections of trailing-edge flap and split flap
for the droop-nose angle deflection most favorable to the
m-lwum lift. The same measurements were also made with
a slotted flap In extended and retracted positions.

—- .. . —--.-.-— ——- -—--.— —.— -— .
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(2) ~esaure-distribution measurements.- The pressure-
distributlon measurements were m-e in the ‘Igesunden
Std?c?mmulgn region. The deflections df’the droop nose,
as well as those of the trailing-edge flap, were varied.
In addttlon, measurements were made for V-IOUS droop-
noss deflections with slotted flap In both extended and
reti~cted positions.

For illustration purposes the pressure-distribution
measurements at several angles of the attack are repro-
duced In illustrations 4,to 8.

The local pressures p corresponding to the dyntic
pressure q were plotted as directly projected on to
the wing chord line. The pressures on the plain and
split flaps were projeeted from their true deflections,
while the pressures for the droop nose and slotted flap
were plotted as if they were always at zero deflection
but were shifted slightly upstream or downstream.

To determine the tan~ential force of the droop nose,
the lccal pressure p ~~-axin~ to tti dynamic .
pressure q was projected on a perpendicular to the
chord llne of the droop nose. These graphs are not pre-
sented in this publication.

In one part of the experiment the pressure measuring
points, In the slot of the~drof~x~ose, leaked. Since

We craphs of the curves ~.= ~~) atthese.otita~e.
almost independent of flap-deflection for like droop-nose
deflections and like angles of attack, - In order to
avoid repetition of the measurements - they were drawn ,
in the sam) manner as the curves for like droop-nose
deflections and like angles of attack with similar flap
deflections. For deflected plain and split flaps
&orfl’binaticn,as in (1), grafi of the curves, :%

7 $)
for the tnboard portion of the flap was marked-to corre-
spond to the measurements indicated in (3). The curves
so obtained were used as the basis of the following
integrations:

Pu static pressure on the under side of the wing

P* static pressure on the upper side of the wing

— —.
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b span

‘m . relative length of the droop nose

‘m =bxzm relative area of the droop nose

It me-s: index D determined from pressure measurements

c%n
%m

Cm’q

cKn2

CKn

x

normal-force coefficient of the droop nose per-
pendicular to the chord line of the droop nose
based on the droop-nose area

tmcential- force coefficient of the droop nose
parallel to the chord line of the droop nose
based on the droop-nose area

the moment coefficient of the droop nose, rasulting
from the normal force, around its axes of
reference based on droop-nose area and droop-nose
length

the moment coefficient of the droop nose resulting
from the tangential force around its -is of
reference based on droop-nose area and droop.
nose length.

the total momont coefficient of
around its axes of reference
area and droop.nose length

1-

the droop nose
based on droop-nose

t
a~

z
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dx”

PO

cKnD
= clml + C%

.D D.
.,

IV. k)CFERMENTALRESULTS “

1. Force Measurements
,. ..

A maximum lift Increase of Ao
%ax

= 1.07 was

obtained by extensloraof the slotted flap without droop-
nose deflection. (Illustration 3.) For the same
extensions a na@~ llft increase of Ac

%lax
= 1.27

may be found in (2) f r a wing of profile NACA 230U?
with Reff z= 800 x 10 , The.difference Is attributable

to the.larger Reynolds number as well as to the profile.
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Without plaln and split-flap deflections, the

ltigest rntiimiiim’llftInorease
‘=%

= 0.32, oomrred

with a droop-nose angle 5 = 250 (illustration 2),
while without slotted-flap deflection a Ao

%=
value”

of (1.~ was obtained for a droop-nose angle of 300-
The M.fferenoes In the maximun lift increase and In the
droop-nose angle Is attributed to the various effects of
flap slots.

A droop-nose angle amounting to 8 = 350 with

simultaneous flap deflections, yielded the greatest
maximum Zift Increase. This value of 5 is greater
thaznthe value (5 = 30°) for the simple droop nose. It
is Independent of the various flap deflections.

The influence of droop-nose deflection on drag and
pitching moment were dtscussed In detail In (1). This
Influence is nearly the same for deflection of the
slotted droop nose.

The resulting maximum lifts are found in table I.
For similar model configurations the increments are
smaller for the slotted droop nose than for the simple
.@oop nose. The explanation for this can be found in
thq discussion of the pressure-distributionmeasurements.
The angles of attack corrospondlng to the maximum lift
values are 20 smaller for the slotted droop nose without
deflection and 5° smaller with flap deflection than .fcm
the simple droop nose.

The largest maximum lift Increase
‘%llsx

= 1.508 “
was obtained with extended s,lottedflap and a deflection
angle (8 = 35°) of the slotted droop nose. This maximum
lift”lncreaseis attributable largely to the deflection
of the slotted flap,

In contrast to the siiuplewing, the maximum lift
“increase,resulting AWom deflection of the slotted dro~
nose with simultaneous flap deflections,

\
= 200

and q~ = 10° is larger than it Is without flap deflections.
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2. pressure Measurements
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Since the v&lous pressure nmasuring points must “
have a finite distance from one mother it !s not safe
to proceed without also measuring the S.ctuallyexlsthg
low-pressure points.

A comparison of pressure measurements for the simple
droop nose (1) and for the slotted droop nose
(Illustrations 4.to 8) with the same model configurations
and with approximately the same angle of attack demonstrated
that the flow on the surface of the slotted droop nose
begins to separate for small droop-nose an@es, as it did
on the surface of the simple droop nose, I&thermore,
the absolute values of the low-pressure points at the
droop of the slotted droop nose are noticeably larger than
at the droop of the simple droop nose. It follows that
the separation of flow on the surface of the airfoil was
favored. Consequently the m=inmm lift fcm the deflected
slotted droop nose 13 smaller th~ for the deflection of
the stiple droop nose.

The normal-t’orce,tangential-force, and moment

(
c~coefficients cnKnD~ ~Ds

c%’” ‘hat ‘ere ‘btained
1through integration from the pr ssure-dlstrlbutlonmeasure-

ments, were recorded for the various model configurations
and angles of’attack, Independent

T
of tha droop-nose

a~gle 6. (Illustrations 9 to 23. The shape of the
curves, which resembled those for the simple droop nose,
is discussed in (l). For the same model confQuratlons
the normal force 1s smaller, the absolute value of the
tangential force and the moment &re larger for the slotted
droop nose than for the simple droop nose. However, the
differences are not very great.

3. Conclusions

For large droop.nose deflections and angles of
attack, the ah flow resultlng ft?omthe slot between
droop nose and wing, should ret=d friction layers on the
surfaco of the airfoil.

The low-pressure points at the droop of the droop
nose should also be reduced by the slotted droop nose.

..-
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● ✎ ✎ The wind-tunnel meas&ements”@ld not verify these
‘decreases. A slot effect is “not”recognizableO In--- ---
contrast to the simple droop noses the droo~nose angle
most favorable to maximum lift 1s no longer the same
with and without flap defleotlon. me low-pressure
points at the droop of’the droop nose were greater for
deflection of the slotted droop nose than for deflection
of the simple droop nose and favored rather than delaysdd
the separation.of flow on the stiface of the ahfoil.
For like model configurations, the maximum lift obtained
for a wing’klth slotted droop nose Is smaller than the
one obtained for a wing with simple droop nose, The
slotted droop nose has n~ advantage over the simple ~ooP. .
nose.

Translated by Douglas Alroraft Compan~, Inc.

I —.
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Figure 2. Lift as a function of drag, angle of attack and longitudinal
moment for various model positions.
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Figure 3. Maximum lift as a function of
the droop nose angle for various flap
positions.
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Figures 9 through 11. Normal force coefficient of the droop nose as a
function of the droop nose angle at various angles of attack.
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Figures 12 through 13. Normal force coefficient of the droop nose as a

function of the droop nose angle at various angles of attack.

Figure 14.

-v ! , I

Figure 14 and 15. Tangential force coefficient of the droop nose as a
function of the droop nose angle at various angles of attack.
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Figures 16 through 18. Tangential force coefficient of the droop nose as
a function of the droop nose angle at various angles of attack.
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Fi~res 19 through 21. Moment coefficient of the droop nose as a function

of the droop nose angle at various angles of attack.
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Figure
the

22 and 23. Moment coefficient of the droop nose as a function of
droop nose angle at various angles of attack.
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